CAMBRIDGE SHAHNAMA CENTRE PRESENTS:

ZAHHÁK
Dragon King of Persia

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC AND DANCE
A NEW STAGEWORK BASED ON THE PERSIAN BOOK OF KINGS

DIRECTOR AND COMPOSER: HOSSEIN HADISI
ART DIRECTOR, STAGE AND COSTUME DESIGNER: PEGAH SALIMI
MOVEMENT DIRECTOR: RICK NODINE
MUSIC PERFORMED BY ENSEMBLE EXAUDI
FEATURED PAINTINGS BY IRANIAN SURREALIST MASTER AKBAR SADIGH

SATURDAY 26 OCT 7:30PM
ROYAL ACADEMY OF DRAMATIC ARTS STUDIOS
16 CHENIES ST, LONDON WC1E 7EX
TICKETS & INFO: 020 7307 5060
HTTP://WWW.RADA.AC.UK/WHATSON/OTHER-EVENTS

MONDAY 28 OCT 7:30PM
WEST ROAD CONCERT HALL
11 WEST ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB3 9DP
TICKETS & INFO: WWW.HOSSEINHADISI.COM

AN ARTS AND HUMANITIES RESEARCH COUNCIL AND HIGHER EDUCATION INNOVATION FUNDING SPONSORED PROJECT UNDER THE CULTURAL ENGAGEMENT FUND
IN ASSOCIATION WITH CAMBRIDGE SHAHNAMA CENTRE, FACULTY OF MUSIC AT UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE AND IRAN HERITAGE FOUNDATION, LONDON